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K-shaped economic recovery
(Source: Indian Express )
I
Context: Sajjid Chinoy, Chief India Economist at JP Morgan, states the prospects of a K-shaped recovery
from COVID are increasing both in India and across the world.
What is a K-shaped recovery?
 A K-shaped recovery happens when different sections of an economy recover at starkly different rates.
 Households at the top of the pyramid are likely to have seen their in- comes largely protected, and
savings rates forced up during the lockdown, increasing „fuel in the tank‟ to drive future consumption.
Meanwhile, households at the bottom are likely to have witnessed permanent hits to jobs and incomes.
 These cleavages are already visible. Passenger vehicle registrations (proxying upper-end consumption)
have grown about 4 per cent since October while two-wheelers have contracted 15 per cent.
What are the macro implications of a K-shaped recovery?
 With the top 10 per cent of India‟s households responsible for 25-30 per cent of total consumption, one
could argue consumption would get a boost as this pent-up demand expresses itself. But it‟s important
not to conflate stocks with flows, and levels with changes.
 Upper-income households have benefitted from higher savings for two quarters. What we are currently
witnessing is a sugar rush from those savings being spent. This is, however, a one-time effect.
 To the extent that households at the bottom have experienced a permanent loss of income in the forms of
jobs and wage cuts, this will be a recurring drag on demand, if the labour market does not heal faster.
 Second, to the extent that COVID has triggered an effective income transfer from the poor to the rich,
this will be demand-impeding because the poor have a higher marginal propensity to consume (ie they
tend to spend (instead of saving) a much higher proportion of their income.
 Third, if COVID-19 reduces competition or increases the inequality of incomes and opportunities, it
could impinge on trend growth in developing economies by hurting productivity and tightening political
economy constraints.
 Policy will, therefore, need to look beyond the next few quarters and anticipate the state of the
macroeconomy post the sugar rush.

The Big Picture: Farmers’ protests
(Source: Indian Express )
Context: The farmers’ agitation on Delhi’s border is now 45 days old, and the government appears to have
made up its mind that it will neither put on hold nor repeal the three laws hurried passed by Parliament in
September 2020.
What is the current situation of land in agriculture?
 Area under agriculture has been shrinking — it reduced from 159.5 million hectares (mn ha) in 2010-11
to 157 mn ha in 2015-16 — but the number of operational holdings has been rising (increased from
138.3 million to about 146 million). This reflects in the falling average landholdings‟ size of farmers,
which has come down from 1.2 ha to about 1.08 ha.
 In the absence of an estimate of the number of farmers in the country, the number of landholdings is
taken as its proxy. This means that India has about 146 million — or about 14.6 crore — farmers.
 About 86% of them have an average landholding size less than 2 hectares; they are referred to as India‟s
small and marginal farmers (SMF). The SMFs operate on about 47.35% of the total agri-area. More than
half of India‟s farmers reside in the five states of UP, Bihar, Maharashtra, MP, and Karnataka.
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Is fragmentation of land a problem?
 Smaller landholdings produce smaller pockets of produce, aggregation of which becomes essential for
even a trolley-load to be carried to an agricultural produce market committee (APMC) mandi or a nearby
market.
 Due to small holdings caused by fragmentation, small and marginal farmers are forced to sell their
produce at farm gate itself. This is especially so in states that have a weak network of APMC mandis.
What % of the country’s workforce is engaged in agriculture? Do the workers need to be weaned out?
How?
 As per recent estimates from the Labour Bureau, 45% of India‟s workforce is employed in agriculture.
 According to Census 2011, 55% of the agri-workforce comprises agri-labourers, i.e., those who do not
own land and work for wages on the land of others; less than 45% are “farmers” who own and cultivate
land. Indian agriculture cannot support such a large population through growth in agriculture alone.
Is rice the only water-guzzling crop?
 It is said that 1 kg of sugar requires about 1,500-2,000 litres while 1 kg of rice requires 5,000 litres.
 There are variations across states. A kg of sugar produced from cane cultivated in UP consumes 1,044
litres of water, while in Maharashtra it takes double that — 2,086 litres. In Maharashtra, sugarcane is
cultivated on 4% of the cultivable land but consumes more than 70% of irrigation water.
 Due to the high returns on sugarcane compared to other crop combinations and assured marketing, the
area under sugarcane has been going up even in water-stressed regions.
 While Punjab and Haryana have become the focus of the farmers‟ agitation, the current scenario in
agriculture is not very hopeful in other states too.
 The three Acts passed by Parliament do not touch the sugar sector. In Punjab, sugar is grown only on
1.2% of gross cropped area. So they do not benefit from policies favouring sugarcane.
 While the government declares MSP for 23 crops, only wheat and paddy (rice) are procured in large
quantities as they are required to meet the requirement of PDS, which is about 65 million tonnes.
Is it only the farmers of Punjab and Haryana who benefit from procurement?
 In 2019-20, Punjab procured 92.3% of its rice production. Haryana procured 89.2%, while Telangana
procured 102% of its production. In the case of wheat, Punjab procured 72% of its production this year,
while Haryana and MP procured 62% and 66% respectively.
Which other crops are protected by the government through various measures?
 Since 2015-16, the government has been procuring larger quantities of pulses through National
Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED) and Small Farmers‟ Agri-business
Consortium (SFAC) for maintaining a buffer stock of 2 million tonnes. Cotton is procured by Cotton
Corporation of India, while groundnut is procured in some states like Gujarat.
 Some horticultural products are also procured in a sporadic manner, e.g., apples in J&K in 2019-20 and
onion in Maharashtra almost every year.
 Sugarcane is not procured by the government but its farmers are assured of Fair and Remunerative Price
(FRP) paid by sugar mills. In some states, the government declares State Advised Price which is higher
than the FRP.
 Jute is another crop protected by the government even though it is not directly procured. Under Jute
Packaging Material (JPM) Act, 1987, the Government has decided that 100% of food grains and 20% of
sugar shall be mandatorily packed in diversified jute bags.
If horticulture and dairy are more profitable, why are farmers not giving up MSP crops and
switching to these?
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Milk producers and farmers growing fruits and vegetables are equally prone to fluctuation in market
prices.
Except for dairy cooperatives in Gujarat, the milk federations are funded by state governments through
various means.

What are the subsidies given to agriculture in India?
 Farmers in India are provided support on both the input and output side. On the input side, an average
Indian farmer receives subsidies on fertilisers, seeds, farm machinery and equipment, electricity,
logistics, etc.
 On the output side, the MSP regime offers support in states having robust procurement infrastructure.
However, small and marginal farmers are able to get only a small amount of these subsidies.
 A number of subsidies meant for agriculture also flow to businesses, e.g., grant given to food processing
units and cold chain projects.
Then why is it said that Indian farmer are net taxed?
 As per the ICRIER-OECD report, despite the plethora of schemes run to support and subsidise Indian
farmers, because of regressive policies on the marketing side (both domestic and international trade
policies) and the deficit of basic infrastructure for storage, transportation etc., Indian farmers suffered net
losses and thus emerged to be net taxed despite receiving subsidies. Between 2014 and 2016, Indian
farmers were on average net taxed to the tune of 6%.
What is the level of agricultural subsidies in other countries?
 As per the same ICRIER-OECD report, while Indian farmers were net taxed (i.e., received negative
support), farmers in the first world countries of Norway, Switzerland, Japan, Korea, United States, and
Australia received the highest positive support.
 Even farmers in Indonesia received much higher positive support. Ukraine was another country like
India that emerged to be taxing its farmers.
What are the subsidies enjoyed by the middle classes and the rich? Are other sectors of the economy
also subsidised?
 The Economic Survey of 2014-15 devoted a section to subsidies enjoyed by the middle classes. These
include higher interest rates on savings, income tax exemptions, railways, electricity, LPG, gold, and
aviation turbine fuel (ATF).
 Higher education in government institutions is highly subsidised. The government also provides
protection to industry by way of productivity-linked incentive schemes, high import tariffs, and
regulatory tweaks.
Why are farmers agitating when the government says the new laws will help them? And why are
Punjab farmers at the forefront of the agitation?
 The farmers of Punjab, Haryana and other states that have robust APMC mandis and an efficient system
of procurement are more fearful of the three laws.
 They fear that these laws signal the beginning of the end of open-ended procurement of wheat and
paddy.
 They fear that the success of these states in creating the infrastructure for procurement may now become
the reason for withdrawal of support of the Centre.
Can farming be left entirely to market forces?
 Farmers cannot be left entirely to the mercy of market forces. Farmers growing non-MSP crops,
especially fruits and vegetables, have experienced huge volatility in prices over the years.
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The price deficiency payment scheme did not succeed in MP. So, direct income support is the only way
to shield them from suffering huge losses. A predictable trade policy can also help in attracting private
investment in the agriculture chain which can act as a shield against volatility.
Option contracts through FPOs can also bring stability, but most farmers are not educated enough to deal
with future markets, so they need support and guidance from the government.

Can procurement be abolished? What will happen to PDS then?
 The procurement system in India serves two purposes — purchases on MSP supports farmers, and
subsidised distribution of procured grains under PDS supports India‟s economically vulnerable.
 As per recent National Family Health Survey (NFHS) data on malnourishment in India, malnutrition
indicators for women and children have worsened over the years. With this in focus, the PDS system is
likely to stay in the coming years.
 But the government will do well to prepare a 10-year roadmap of PDS to 2030 so that only the required
quantities of wheat and rice are procured.
Is there a genuine fear of higher consumer prices due to changes in the Essential Commodities Act
and the entry of large corporates in the food business through e-commerce and modern retail?
 In case of high-value agricultural commodities in which India is in deficit or has only marginal surpluses
(like pulses), there is a genuine fear of stocking by corporates, especially those which are in modern
retail and e-commerce.
 The government must make it compulsory that they keep their stock in Warehousing Development and
Regulatory Authority-registered warehouses only, so that the private stocks are known to the
government.
What role should state governments play in getting farmers fair prices?
 If India has to move away from procurement-based support, at present restricted to certain crops only, a
more attractive income support scheme has to be conceived.
 However, it has to be coupled with much higher investment, both public and private, in agriinfrastructure.
 The Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) incentivised the states, which increased their expenditure
on agriculture. The Centre‟s assistance for such states should be higher.
 Several Decentralised Procurement (DCP) states like Odisha and Chhattisgarh claim that they incur
losses in procurement operations and these are not fully reimbursed by the Centre. However, precise data
on losses incurred by them is not in the public domain.
What should the government do over the next five years to make Indian agriculture more
competitive?
 Several states of India have already achieved productivity levels seen in developed countries. But there
are also states that have low productivity. Focused research on crops grown in low-productivity states
can deliver better seeds, which can withstand the challenge of higher temperature due to climate change.
 Drought-tolerant varieties of seeds are also needed for crops grown in rain-fed areas. Good quality seeds
can enhance productivity by 15-20%. Recent successes in higher productivity vegetables and maize
prove this.
 In 2018, a working group of Niti Aayog, chaired by Dr Parmod Kumar, published a study, „Demand
supply projections towards 2033‟, which pointed out that India will still have surplus in wheat and rice.
 In coarse grains the domestic requirement will be largely met, but there will be a deficit of 5-7 million
tonnes in pulses. A massive deficit of more than 50 million tonnes is projected for oilseeds. To meet this
gap in oilseeds, India will need the best agricultural practices of Punjab and Haryana.
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